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SOME WHITEHEAD PRODUCTS IN 29.f 
MARK MAHOWALD 
(Received 
SHP sequence 
s 
(1.1.1) 7cj(S”)- IL j+l(S.+i)LX. ,+1(s2”+‘) p 
S is P is essentially 
[I.,]. The notation of and /I and I, is a 
of n,(S”). of the Whitehead is therefore an important in 
computing of spheres. Previous work this problem be found 
in [15], 
We shall prove 
is generator of II,+~(S”) 
# if n # 2’ + with Ii - or n f mod 4 
= if n z mod 4. 
(b) If v,, is a generator of xc,+ JS”) then 
[I,, v.] # 0 if n # 2’ + 2’ - 5 with ji - jl # 1 or n f 7 mod 8 
[I,, v,] = 0 if n z 7 mod 8. 
(c) rf CT. is a generator of n,+,(F) then 
[I,, (r,] # 0 if n # 2’ + 2’ - 9 with Ii - jl # 1 or n $ 15 mod 16 
fin, a,] = 0 if n = 15 mod 16. 
It is known that [I,, q,] # 0 if n f 3 mod 4 for n greater than 8. For some values of n, 
(b) and (c) are also known. In particular if we combine this theorem with results of Toda, 
Barratt and others we are left only with the following problems: 
(1) If n = 2’ - 3, j > 4, then [I”, v,] = ? 
(2) If n = 2j - 5 or 2’ - 7, then [I”, o,] = ? 
It is known that [I~, vJ = 0 = [I i3, v,,], [13]. The special case of[r,,, vi31 was important 
in the recent work of Hsiang, Levine and Szczarba on embedding exotic spheres [ 141, 
t This work was supported by the U.S. Army Research Office (Durham). 
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It is well known that the problem of determining wheter [I”, r,] equals zero or not is 
related to the question of whether Sq”‘i can be non-zero in a complex of the form 
Sk u Ek+“+i. One contribution of this paper is the reduction of the three problems of the 
theorem to the problem: Can a certain secondary cohomology operation cp: be non-zero in 
a complex of the form Sk u Ek+“+” where i = 1, 2, or 3, depending on case (a), (b) or (c) 
of the theorem, respectively? 
Adem showed that all Sq”+l except n + 1 = 2’ can be expanded into expressions 
involving cohomology in intermediate dimensions and therefore showed [I,, r,] # 0 except 
possibly if n = 2’. In a sense this represents the level of solution in this paper for the Hopf 
maps. Adams has shown [l] that stable secondary cohomology operations have a basis 
analogous to the Sq” basis for Sqj. Using this result, our question is answered in the cases 
of the theorem. A complete solution, following these techniques at least, will demand a 
formula expressing secondary operations in terms of tertiary operations in a fashion analog- 
ous to the solution Adams gave for Sq2<. 
A portion of this work is based on a result in [5] although this paper is independent 
of that paper. The author would like to express his appreciation for the valuable help 
received from M. Barratt during the preparation of this paper. 
52. THE SECONDARY OPERATIONS (cf. $2 of [5]) 
2.1. All the secondary operations with which we will be concerned are based on the 
following Adem relations : 
(2.1.1) sq2&f+ 1 = 0 “2 sqn+3 
(2.1.2) sq4sq”+’ + sq”+3sq2 = 0 “4 Sq”f5 
(2.1.3) Sq?Sq”+’ + Sq”+5Sq4 = (;)sq”+9 + (” ; 2)sq”+?sq2 + (” ; 3)sq”+6sq’. 
These are relations in the Steenrod algebra A, modulo the left ideal generated by Sq’, 
considered as acting on H*(X; Z) with values in H*(X; Z,). The universal example for 
each cohomology operation as acting on a class of dimension k is given by a fiber space Ek 
over K(Z, k) with fiber F, a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, and appropriately 
chosen k-invariants [l]. Consider a particular example. If n = 2 mod 4 then (2.1.1) becomes 
(2.1.4) Sq2Sq”+‘~+ Sq’Sq”f2 = 0. 
We take as the fiber F= K1(Z2, n + k) x K2(Z2, n + k + 1) and as the k-invariants Sf+‘u 
and Sq”+2g respectively, where c( is characteristic class of K(Z, k). (In this regard we take a 
slightly simpler operation than was used in [5].) Consider the exact sequence 
H* (K(Z, k)) ‘* - H*(E,)- H*(F) ’ -H * (K(Z, k)) 
which holds up to dimension 2k + n by Theorem IX, (14.1) of [9]. Let CL~ be the image in 
H * (F) of the characteristic class of Ki. Then rai = Sq”“u and s(Sq’a, + Sq’a,) = 0. 
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Hence there is a class c; E H * (E,; Z,) such that i * L.; = Sq’a, + Sq1a2. Note that c; is 
not unique but determined only modulo p * H * (K(Z, k)), that is, modulo a primary 
operation. Let p * a = Cc. We call (&., Cc, z$) the universal example for an operation cpi 
based on (2.1.4). The space Ek is determined by the fiber and the k-invariants. The follow- 
ing three tables define 40’ based on (2.l.i) i = 1, 2, and 3. (Table 2.1.7 is on page 20.) 
TABLE (2.13). OPERATIONS BASED ON (2.1.1). 
Symbol 
?I? 
n=2sfj k-invariant 
szOmod2 &(ZE, k + n) s4 nil 
s = 1 mod 2, IG(Zz, k f n) x K2(Z2, k -t n + I) Sq n+l, SqYli2 
j=O 
TABLE (2.14. OPERATIONS BASED ON (2.1.2). 
Symbol ,I = 4s + j F k-invariant relation 
qh’ s=Omod2 f&(Zz, n + k) x Kz(Z2, k + 1) = A Sqn+l> Sq* Sq4al + Sqn+3a2 
s = 1 mod 2, AxKdZz,n+k+4--_j) .sqn+1, sq2, Sq4al + Sqn+3a2 
j#3 sqn+4-J -+- Sqj”a3 
2.2. Each operation above is defined on classes for which the k-invariant vanishes and 
for all dimensions. In particular, cp,’ is defined on the characteristic class of K(Z, n). Let 
Z, be the fiber space over K(Z, n) with Sq2 as a k-invariant. Then cp% is defined on the 
characteristic class of Z,. Finally let Y, be the fiber space over K(Z, n) with Sq4 as a k- 
invariant. Then cp,’ is defined on the characteristic class of Y,. 
We will need the following theorem: 
THEOREM (2.2.1). In the notation aboce, we can choose operations cpf, such that 
(a) (see (2.2.1) of [5]) cz u Sq*cr E q:(a), where a is the characteristic class of K(Z, n) 
(b) (see (2.2.1) of [5]) a LJ Sq4cr E cp,‘(a), where CL is the characteristic class ofZ, 
(c) a u Sq,a E cpz(a), where a is the characrerisric class of Y,. 
In [5] part (a) is proved in detail while the proof of part (b) is only indicated. It seems 
now that a complete proof of part (b) is a little more difficult than was suggested in [5]. 
On the other hand, the difficulties are present to a greater degree in part (c). We will prove 
only part (c), leaving again part (b) to the reader. 
53. PROOF OF THEOREM (2.2.1) 
3.1. Let y”+, be the fiber space over Y,,, with K(Z,, 2n + 1) as fiber and Sq”” as 
the k-invariant. On II + 1 dimensional classes, relation (2.1.3) becomes 
(3.1.1) sq*sq”+’ + sq”+Ssq4 = 0. 
Consider the sequence 
i* 
H * (Y,+,)- P* H * (~“,+,)--+ ’ H * (K,(Z,, 2n + 1) -H * U’i,+A 
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which holds up to dimension 3n + 1. Let ai and a be the characteristic class of K,(Z,, 2n + 1) 
and Y,+r respectively. Then Tal = Sq”+la. Hence sSq8al = Sq”+‘Sq4a = 0 since Sq’a = 0. 
Let U’ be a class in H2n+9( y,+ r) such that i * u’ = Sq8a1. (We will say that the class 10 deter- 
mined by relation (3.1.1) in the above manner is produced by the relation.) 
The universal example for cp,’ acting on a class of dimension n + 1 is y, + i x K3(Z2, n3) 
x K4(Z,, n4) x K,(Z,, rr4) where K3, K4 and KS may sometimes be trivial. (They are given 
by Table (2.1.7).) In this case the stable universal example u for cp,’ will be a class of the form 
U’ + fi3a3 + p4a4 + pSas where /Ii is the coefficient of ai in the relation of Table (2.1.7.). 
3.2. The proof of the theorem will be based on work of Whitehead [8] and Barcus and 
Meyer [3]. In particular it is shown in [3] that the fiber of the canonical mapf : SRE-+ E 
is just RE * RE, the reduced join of RE. We will apply this result frequently and will use 
the fact that RY,,, is Y,. 
Let rc: (SY,, Y, * Y,) -P (Y,, i, *) be the usual projection. The map rr can be lifted to 
yield E:(SY,, Y, * Y,)+(F,+,,K(Z,,2n+ 1)). Let o:Hk’1(Y.+2)-*Hk(Y.+1) be the 
suspension map induced by the fact that Q Yj = Yj_l and let s: H’( Y,) -+ H’+‘(SY,) be the 
suspension isomorphism. 
LEMMA (3.2.1). For each %, 7i + u’ - s(a u Sq8a) is a stable primary operation. 
The proof of this lemma will be based on two additional lemmas. First we see how it 
implies the theorem. Let J.: Y, -+ Y, x K,(Z,, 2n + 1) x K, x K4 x K, be the canonical 
imbedding in the first factor. The expression on the right is LIE,,,, where E,+, is the 
universal example for rpz acting on a class of dimension n + 1. This produces a map 
x: SY” -+ y=+, x K3 x K4 x KS. 
The composite 
i 
SY,--&+,- p E+1 
is an example of a ?i. Since ? * U’ = s(a u Sq8a) is a primary operation, the class u’, and 
therefore U, can be chosen so that 2 * U’ = s(a u Sq8a) or A* (au’) = a u Sq8a. NOW i; * (au’) 
= A * (au) and this implies the theorem. 
3.3. We begin the.proof of Lemma (3.2.1). Let Sj be the space which results from 
killing all of the cohomology of K(Z,j) in dimension k > j + 3. Let i: Sj -+ K(Z, j) and 
let gj be the fiber space over Sj induced by i from p: Yj + K(Z, j). The next lemma is a 
standard result (problem D of Chapter IX of [9]). 
LEMMA (3.3.1). Zfj 2 n + 1 and -j + 4 < i I 7, then H2j+i( Yj, S;) N H*j+‘(K, Z,j)). 
Also the kernel ofp * : H*“+“(K(Z, n + l), *) + H2”1’o( Y,+r, s,,,) is Sf+5Sq4a. 
LEMMA (3.3.2). Zf i: Y, * Y, --i SY,, then i * (a u Sq8a) = a * Sq8a + Sq8a * a. 
Proof: We will prove the formula for ii K(Z, n) * K(Z, h) --) SK(Z, n) and this wiI1 
imply the formula for Y,. Let E, be the fiber space over K(Z,.n) with Sq8 as k-invariant and 
K(Z,, n + 7) as fiber. Then the map p: GEE, --) K(Z, n) gives 
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H * (SE,)- H *(El *El). 
Letting a be the characteristic class of K(Z, n) we see p1 * s(a u Sq*a) = 0, and hence 
pz * i, * s(a u Sq*a) = 0. Therefore i, * s(a u Sq*a) is in the kernel ofp, * which is generated 
by a * Sq*a and Sq*a * a. From [8] we have the commutative diagram 
il. 
H'(SK) -H'(K* K) 
1, I2 ' 
H'-'(K)--+H'-'(K x K,K v K). 
P. 
with 13~ being isomorphisms. Moreover p * is defined uniquely by, 
HP’(K) s’ -H'-'(K x K) 
\ \ /" 
Pi\ h 
'Hj-'(K x/K,K v K) 
where < is m * - pl * - p2 * with m being the H-space multiplication and pi being the pro- 
jection in the i”’ coordinate. Therefore the composite 
t A* 
H*(K)- H*(K x K)- H*(K) 
gives a map of degree zero (m* has degree 2 while pi each have degree l), Hence A * p * 
(a u Sq*a) = 0 and therefore i, * s(a u Sq*a) = a * Sq*a + Sq*a * a since it cannot equal 
zero. 
3.4. Now we prove Lemma (3.2.1). Consider the following diagram: 
+ 
Since Tlal = @“‘la = T2a * a, il, * al = a + a. Then 
Eli1 * u = Sq*(a * a) = Sq*a * a + a * Sq*a. 
(All other terms vanish since Sq4a = 0 in H * (Y,)). Hence 5, * u’ = j, * v + s(a v‘ Sq*a). 
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Associated with the map 7E is a map rr’: Y, --f Rp,+r such that TI’ * a(u +jr * c) = 
r u sq%. 
From (3.3.1) we have this sequence 
Hz”+g(K(Z, n + l))-H 2”+9(y”+J ‘* - H*“+g(S”+ r x K(Z,, 2t1 + 1) x K(Z,, n + I>> 
No~i*j,*v=C~“=,a~Ob~+pwheren~H*(S,+~),b~H*(K~ xK,)andp~H*(K~). 
Clearly if b * (ai @ bi) = 0, then 6 * (6) = 0. Let v‘ be such that i * v’ = b. Then i * (au v’) 
=aOb. Ontheotherhandif6*(aOb)#Oitisacupproduct,av6*b,and6*P#av 
6 * b. Therefore in either case we see that v can be chosen so that i *_jl * I,’ = p. 
Now consider 
” P”+g( F”‘,, r) -H*“+9(K1 x K*) 
! 
# 0 
H2n+8 (y”, K, x KJ-H 2n+8( Y, x K,)- H 2n+B(K; x K2) 
I ! 
77” 
I 
.” 
i2* 
H2n+8 (Y,, K,) - H2n+8(Y,). H2”+8(Kz) 
Clearly i, * TI’ * a(u’ + jr * u) = 0 but n’ * ai, * (~4’ +j, * v) = n’ * a(Sq8a1 + p) = a/?. 
Hence a/3 = 0 or /I = c( u Sq’a or zero. But by an easy spectral sequence argument we see 
that 6 * .Sq”+5Sq’a # 0. But Sq’(a u Sq’a) = Sq”‘5Sq1a and therefore 6 * (a u Sqla) # 0 
Hence v can be chosen as a stable primary operation. 
$4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
4.1. Let F,, be the space of all maps f:S”, s,j --) S”, so with degree 1. Let II,,+ 1 be the 
space of all maps of S” + S” of degree 1. Then F, c H,,,, and the map p: H,+, -+ S” 
defined by mapping onto the image of the base point is a fibering with F,, as the fiber. By 
suspension we also have H,,, c F,, 1. Associated with the sequence of H-spaces and 
maps 
F,cH,+r cF,+I 
is a sequence of fiberings [ 1 l] 
S G, 
4.1.1) I I PZ 
BF,~BH,+,-+F,+,. 
The following lemma is a consequence of (2.2) of [17]. 
LEMMA (4.1.2). Thejiber ofp2, G,, is 2n - 3 con&ted. 
I. 
The Whitehead SHP sequence gives 
,., 
s P 
- n,(BF,) - ~rWn+ 1). H d 7r,_ ,(Sf)--+ n;_ ,(BF,)+ 
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which is exact for r < 2n - 3. Recall that n*BF, =n* R n-lSn and,P(a) = [i,, a,] identified as a 
class in 7t,_1(R”-1S”) zz x,+,_#). 
Suppose P(a) = 0, a E z,+r(S”). Then there exists a map f’: Sn+p+l + BF,,, which 
cannot be lifted through p2p1 since (pIpP) * is the suspension map. Because the fiber of pt 
is 2n - 3 connected we have a map f,: Sn+r+l + BH,, 1 which cannot be lifted through pl. 
(We use here the hypothesis that n + p + 1 < 2n - 3 or p + 4 < n.) In particular we have 
E-BF, 
(4.1.3). PI 
sa+p+1 -BH,+l 
fl 
where II: E + Sn+pfl is a fibering with S” as the fiber. The assertion that f, cannot be lifted 
through p1 implies (E, Sn+p+l, 7~) does not have a cross-section. 
There is only one obstruction to finding a cross-section and this is k(f,) E 
H n+p+yy+p+1 ; ~ ,,+p(Sn)). Consider the usual two cell decomposition of Sn+p+l. Then 
U)(Enfp+‘) = Wil h w ere a, is the boundary map for the homotopy sequence of 
(BF,, BH,+i, S”) [12, Theorem (35.12)]. 
We need the following theorem from obstruction theory. 
Suppose n: E--t B as any orientable n-sphere bundle with vanishing Euler class. Then 
the Cysin sequence breaks up into lengths of three 
(4.1.4) O-H”+‘(B)“- H”+‘(E) ’ --+H’(B)-0. 
Let a be any class such that q(a) = 1. Let Mi be the mapping cylinder of 5~: E i B. Then 
M.JE behaves just like the Thorn complex of a usual sphere bundle and satisfies the Thorn 
isomorphism, I/ : H”+ i+l (MJE) -, H’(B). Let Gi = $Sq’6 * a where b + : Hj(E)+Hj+‘(M,/E). 
In addition let y + 7 be the homomorphism induced in cohomology by Z,, + ZJ2Z.. 
THEOREM (4.1.5). (a) Suppose B is a CW-complex and n > 2. The second obstruction 
coset is given by 
(SqZ + G’2 *)a = 71 * k(f). 
(b) Suppose x: E -+ B has a cross-section over n + 3 skeleton and n > 4. Let k(f) E 
H”+4(B; Z2J be in the obstruction set for finding a cross-section over the (n + 4) skeleton. 
Then there exists a choice of such that 
(Sq4 + $4 *)a = x * k(f). 
(c) With the same hypothesis on B suppose there is a cross-section over the n + 7 skeleton. 
Suppose n > 8 and let k(f) E H”“(B; Z,,,) be in the obstruction set forfinding a cross-section 
over, the (n + 8) skeleton. Then there exists ,a choice of a such that ,/ ._ 
(Sq8 + GE -)a = n ? k(f). _ ., ‘.I ., . , . . 
Part (a) is, proved in [4] and part (b) is proved in [6]. The general theory in.[6] also 
gives part (c) easily and the proof will be omitted. 
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4.2. We are now prepared to prove Theorem (1. I. 1). We will do part (c) using part (c) 
of Theorem (2.2.1). The other parts of (1.1. l), using the corresponding part of Theorem 
(2.2.1), go in much the same way. Suppose a = CJ E n.+,(Y), the generator of the seven 
stem. Then k(f,) # 0. Hence for (E, SnCS, n) we have Sq’a = a.k(f#) # 0. Let us apply 
cp,’ to a; if n $ 15 mod 16. Clearly the indeterminacy is zero and (pi(a) = a u Sq8a = 
a u k(f,). Now consider H + (E)z+ H * (MJE) z-+Ir * (SmM,/E) where 5” is the 
suspension M times and m is at least 10. Then cp,’ is in the stable range and so is defined on 
piSrnS * u and spi(S”S + a) = S”6 * (u-k(f)) # 0. But by Lemma (4.3.2) of [l] the stable 
operation ql is zero unless possible n = 2’ + 2’ - 9 and [i - j( # 1. 
4.3. This completes the proof of those parts of Theorem (1.1.1) which give non-zero 
Whitehead products. All the zeros are a consequence of the following result which is 
nothing more than a recast of a threom of Toda. 
Let n’ = 2’ + 2’ wherej < i; ifj = 4u + c, 0 6 c 6 3, then let p(j) = 8u + 2’. Remarks: 
(1) R(PP,jj) = ZZj; (2) n,~,_l(O(n)) # 0, n > p(j). Let n = n’ - p(j) - 1 and consider 
the following diagram : 
n/t3 -2 “/- ,(Ofn>) 
(4.3.1) ’ .I 
\ I 
n/- 1 .“(S”>. 
THEOREM (4.3.2). Let aj E n,+,~j~_l(Sn) be a generator J(n,c,~_l(O(n)). Then 8 * (ai) = 0 
and therefore P(aJ = 0. 
Proof. Let 8* : II/( V,,,,,) --$ x,-1(0(n)) be the boundary homomorphism and let 
i: S” -+ V,,,,, be the usual inclusion. Then 8, = a&,. We will prove i,aj = 0 form = p(j) 
+ 1. Consider the diagram 
The top row is exact and the triangle is commutative. By a theorem of Todat [lo] i, * aj = 
dei. H ence i, * i, * aj = Oi,aj. 
t The theorem as stated in [lo] has a misprint which when corrected gives this statement. 
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